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Abstract

We are developing a new software methodology for
building large, complicated systems out of simple
units. The emphasis is on the architecture which is
used to combine the units, rather than on the intelli-
gence of individual units.
We named the methodology "organic programming"
after the flexibility of organic systems such as plants
and animals. In this paper, we describe the appli-
cation of an organic programming language "Gaea"
to muitiagent systems. One of the advantages resides
in that we can program the system in a subsumptive
manner.

Introduction
We are developing a new software methodology for
building large, complicated systems out of simple
units(Nakashima 1991). The emphasis is on the archi-
tecture used to combine the units, rather than on the
intelligence of individual units. In other words, we are
interested in the mechanism by which large systems,
such as intelligent agents, are composed from smaller
units.

Our approach to multiagent systems is recursive.
Each agent is programmed in a multiagent way. We
call the methodolo~" "organic programming~. and it
is used in constructing both single agents and mul-
tiagent systems out of those agents. In this sense,
both weak and strong notions of agents are covered.
as they are defined in the survey by Wooldridge and
Jennings(Wooldridge & Jennings 1995).

By ~organic~ t we refer to the foUowing characteris-
tics of living organisms such as plants and animals.

1. Contezt dependency. Although all cells have the
same program (genetic information encoded in
genes), they behave differently according to their en-
vironment (including surrounding cells).

2. Partial specification. Genes (viewed as programs) 
not contain all the information. The environment
supplies a part.

*This work is supported by New Models for Software
Architecture Project of MITI.

Two key concepts of our approach axe situatedness
and reflection. Situatcdness corresponds to the former
characteristic, and reflection to the latter.

Situatedness. or context dependent inference is es-
sential for flexibility and efficiency (for more detailed
discussion, see. for example. Subramanian and Wood-
fill(Subramanian & Woodfill 1989)}. Rigid (context-
free) inference based on fixed representations cannot be
easily modified to accommodate changes in the envi-
ronment or other agents’ behavior. On the other hand,
if the agent is always requested to compute on the
applicability condition of rifles, it is computationaliy
inefficient. Situated representation (Nakashima & Tu-
tiya 1991) (together with context reflection described
below) kills two birds with one stone. It guarantees
efficiency as long as the situation remains the sazne.
and guarantees flexibility when the situation changes.

In order to dynanfically aclapt to changes in its envi-
ronment, an agent has to modi~" itself. Such an agent
is said to be reflective. The behavior of an agent is de-
fined by a meta-levei system whose behavior is in turn
defined by yet another meta-ievel system, ad infinitum.
The objective is to seek general mechanisms that re-
alize a reflective agent. In organic programming, we
use a variant of reflection, called context reflection, in
which meta-levels and object-levels are amalgamated.

In this paper, we will describe the concept of organic
programming and then the design of a specific lazl-
guage called Gaea. The flexible combination of mod-
ules. called "cells", allows us to program a multiagent
system in a subsumptive manner.

Organic Programming

In this section, we describe our implementation of the
concept "organic" into the framework of programming.

1organic: 5 b (1) : constituting a whole whose parts
are mutually dependent or intrinsically related : having a
systematic coordination (2) : forming a complex entity 
which the whole is more than the sum of the individual
parts and the parts have a llfe and character deriving from
their participation in the whole : having the character of an
organism (Webster’s Third New International Dictionary)
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1. Conte=t dependency. Although not as extreme as
in the case of living organisms where all the cells
have the same genes, organic programs are context
sensitive. The meaning of the program in a cell is
determined by other programs in other cells and the
structure of those cells.

2. Partial specification. The structure of ceUs. which
functions as en~onment for programs, is not pre-
defined. Like all other data structures manipulated
by programs, the structure of cells are determined
at run time, reflecting information gathered during
run-time.

~Ve proceed from our basic assumption about the en-
vironment: a program (of an agent) has no direct ac-
cess to the real environment. It can only access the rep-
resentation of the environment that is formed through
I/O devices.

The representation of the environment: which is
the actual2 environment for the agent, is determined
by the program. In this sense, the resulting agent
is pro-active(Wooldridge & Jennings 1995) or teleo-
reactive(Nilsson 1994). It not only reacts to the envi-
ronment but also makes plans for changing it.

In the tradition of computer science, the representa-
tion of states used for computation is called the ~con-
text~, which consists of variable bindings, stacks of re-
turn addresses, and so on. A context, however, rarely
includes programs or represents knowledge. Here we
extend the concept of context to cover the latter case.
which we have been calling "actual en~Sronments’. At
this point, we can further extend the concept of reflec-
tive programs to include reflection on the environment,
and call it "context reflection~.

An organic program consists of the following:

¯ Processes: the execution of a program in a certain
environment.

¯ Cells: the storage of program fragments. The full
semantics of those programs are determined by the
environment. Unlike the celis of living creatures,
however, those programs may differ between cells.

¯ Environments for processes: The environment is
formed by a collection of cells. Each cell contains
information on certain aspects of the environment:
and the overall environment is determined by the
interaction of those fragments.

Cells provide the following two functions to pro-
grams:
1..Name to content mapping:

The most important factor in programming method-
ology is in controlling the mapping between names
and their contents (lambda binding of ~riables,
module structures, etc.)

2Following Kimura(Kimura 1994), we use real to denote
physical and objective entities out there in the world, and
actual to denote the reality conceived subjectively by the
agent.

Figure I: Environment for multi-processes

In organic programming, the mapping from the
name (of a function, a predicate, a subroutine, 
cell, etc.) to the content (of the program or the cell)
is controlled by cells.

2. Maintaining background conditions:
Any program is written with some background as-
sumptions (applicability conditions) in mind. These
are implicitly hidden within the ceU structure so that.
agents do not need t.o infer the conditions.

The environment for each process may adopt any
structure describable by a program, but for the sake of
simplicity: we w-ill assume it is a linear list of cells. In
that case, the environment for multiagent systems as
a w’hole generally forms a tree structure, as depicted
in Figure 1. Although the figure looks like a tree,
the sharing of lower cells by several processes is not
mandatory. Each process maintains its own cell struc-
ture as a linear list. However, for multiple processes to
coummnicate with each other, they must share a ceU
for their communication field, to which they ~wite and
read data.

Programs in deeper cells in the environment are valid
unless they are explicitly negated by programs in shal-
lower cells. This mechanism can be used to inherit
programs from other cells. In fact, the structure of
the cells can be viewed as a dynamic version of IS-A
hierarchy" frequently used in knowledge representation.

When viewed from one of the processes, the outer-
most (furthest from the process) element of the envi-
ronment is the interface to the real world in which the
process is running. Othbr agents in the real world or in
other machines are viewed as other processes (Figure
2).

The Language Features of Gaea
Gaea(Nakashima et al. 1996) is an instance of organic
programming methodology, as Smalltalk is of objec~
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an agent

/ other agents
/ I \

the context for the agent

Figure 2: The environment contains other agents

oriented programming. In the case of object oriented
programming, there axe combinations ,~ith procedural
language (Smalltalk, C++), functional programming
(LOOPS), and logic programming (ESP(Chikayama
1983)). The same ~’iety of combinations are possible
in organic programming. Gaea is a logic programming
language.

Infons

An "infon’(Devlin 1991) is a unit of information. 
Prolog, it corresponds to a single literal (a predicate
plus its arguments). In Gaea, it is a set of role-value
pairs (Nakashima. Osawa, & Kinostfita 1991) repre-
sented as:

@time(4@hour, 30@minutes, jst@zone)

Although it is represented as a list, the order of the
pairs is insignificant.

When some role ~’alue is fixed in an environment,
it can be omitted. For example, in Japan. while
j st@zone, i.e., Japan Standard Time, is guaranteed
by the environment, it can be omitted, leaving:

@¢i=e(4@hour, 30~inutes)

The missing information ("zone" in the above case) 
treated as a cell ~ariable (with its value "jst." ).

The operation to turn argument roles into a back-
ground information attached to the cell is called "spe-
cialization". Its application to reasozfing and dia-
logue are described elsewhere ((Nakashima & Tutiya
1991),(Nakashima & Harada 1996)).

For convenience in programming, and also for the
sake of efficiency, Gaea accepts the conventional way
of identifying arguments by their position. When an
in/on or a term is written without @, it is treated as
such:

time(4, 30, jet)
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Clauses
Constraints are relations anmng infons that always
hold, or should always hold. By using these con-
straints, one can deduce a new in/on from known in-
fons.

The inference rules are written as a form of clause.

P: Q:fR.

The above clause is read as "To prove P where Q is
true, prove R". or "’To execute P where Q is true,
execute R’.

We designed the language to minimize the possibility
of unwanted global backtracking. The concept of deep
backtracking does nor. make sense in real-time applica-
tions, while shallow backtracking is useful to select a
matching rule. Once the condition Q is known to hold.
or.her clauses are discarded.

Constraints
It is sometimes more conveifient to express programs
iu the form of constraints. Constraints are relations
among infons that always hold, or should hoht. By
using constraints, oue cml deduce a new infou from
known infons.

The constraint

in/ol <= in/on

is used to determine whether infol holds by checking
info$. This form of constraint is used to form Prolog-
like backward chain re~oning.

The constraint

in/ol :> in/o~

is used to make in/og hold when in/ol holds.
These constraints can be defined as macros.

(P<:q) : ::assert(P: ::[D.
(P=>q) : : =assert (action() : =0).

Forward chaining rules are a~tivated by executing
the following goal at. the top-level:

repeat (action()).

Cells

A cell is described ~" a set of constrmnts. To check
whether a certain infon holds in a cell,

in(cell, in/on)

is used. However. it is recommended not t.o be used in
explicitly, so that the program can work in any environ-
ment. When no explicit cell is mentioned, the current
environment, is searched for proper constraints.

Cell Variables

As the result of specialization, a cell may contain
role values as implicit information. One of the essen-
tial ideas of "situated reasoning" (Nakashima & Tutiya
199].) is that the system need not access these values
regularly. However. it is sometimes necessaD" to access
the value for the sake of fle.’dbility: one must check if
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the system is in proper state. These implicit role val-
ues can be accessed and updated by using the following
predicates:

1. cv..read (cell, role, value)
accesses the value of the role in the cell.

2. cv_crite( cell, role, value)
updates the value of the role in the cell.

A programmer may regard these roles as global vari-
ables which are defined in the cell. They are therefore
called cell variables.

Processes (Threads)

Each agent is associated with at least one process.
Since processes normally share some part of their en-
vironment (cells). it is natural to implement them
on shared memory architecture. Sometimes called
~threads’, to be distinguished from processes without
shared memory, they are controlled by the following
primitives.

1. fork(program, process-id)
Process-id is returned as the result of fork.

2. sleep(second)

3. kill_process (process-id)

Environments

By forming multiple cells into a specific structure, in-
fons can interact with each other to yield new infor-
mation. Vfe refer to these structures as environments
for processes. For each activation of progranls in a
process, its environment is searched for matching deft-
nit.ions (clauses).

In Gaea, only a linear stack of cells is allowed. This
limitation, however, can easily be discarded when an-
other structure is required by some application in the
future.

Gaea provides the following operations for cells:

1. new_cell(cell)
creates a new (empty) cell.

2. push(cell)
pushes a cell into the current environment.

3. pop (cell)
pops the topmost cell (unified with cell) from the
current environment.

4. sub st_c ̄  11 ( cell1, cell~)
swaps the cell2 in the current environment with cell1.
For an exanlple of the use of this primitive, see the
next section.

5. environment (ENV)
observes the current environment and returns a list
of cells to ENV.

6. specialize (cell, role, value)
creates a new cell by fixing the value of one of the
roles.

The ~specialize" operation creates a static hierarchy
(lattice structure) of ceUs. This hierarchy is orthog-
onal to the hierarchy created by "push~ and "pop’.
Part-of hierarchy, which is commonly used in knowb
edge representation, is a kind of specialization hier-
archy.

Dynamic Environment Change

Let us illustrate the use of the dynamic environ-
ment change through the simple example of driving
a manual-shift car. Here we are attempting to pro-
gram a robot to drive the car, and particularly on the
action of shifting gears. Since the robot has a lot of
~asks other than shifting gears, we want to minimize
the resources (memo~" or computation time) required
for the task.

The simplest version of the rule required for shifting
gears may be formalized as follows:

high_rpm, not (gear (high)) -->shift 
low_rpm, not (gear (low)) -->shift (down)
low_rpm, gear (Io.) -->clutch

Each line should be understood as a production rule:

LHS-->RHS

where the action in RHS is activated when conditions
in LH$ becomes true.

The problem in the above program is that the cost
of checking the position of the shift lever is too high.
The robot must sense the position either ~sually or
manually. Moreover, when the car is in high gear
and running at high speed, the condition high.xpm al-
ways holds. Therefore the robot must always check
if not(gear(high)) holds. One can use a technique
such as a Rete aigorithm(Forgy 1982) to optimize the
computation, but this will not eliminate the necessity
of checking the condition when the rule requires it.

Our solution is to "memorize’ the gear position 3 as
the state of the robot.4

In Gaea, the above rules are divided into three cells:
normal, high and low. In the ~high~ cell, there is no
need to check for high_rpm because nothing can or
should be done in that case. Similarly in the ~low"
cell, detection of 1ow_rpm can be directly coupled with
the clutch without noting the gear position. Only the
~normaF ceil contains rules for shifting both up and
down, as the original rules did. Note that there is no
need to check the gear position before shifting, because
being in "normaF guarantees that the gear is neither

SMemorizing gear position makes sense while memoriz-
ing rpm does not. Here, we use the fact that the gear
position does not change unhss the agent acts on it, while
the rpm does change. This knowledge is implicit in the
program.

’We do not claim that our solution is the only one. We
can easily imagine another way to memorize the condition,
but we suggest that ours is one of the simplest.
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in low nor high. Gear positions are checked after shift-
ing and used to swap the *normal~ cell with the proper
one if necessary:

push(normal).
high_rpm () =>

shift (up),
if(gear(high), subst_eell(high,normal)).

lo._rpm ( ) =>
shift (down),
if(gear(low), subst_cell(low,normal) 

pop (normal).

push(high).
low_rpm()=>

shift(dolln),
pop(high).

subst_cell(normal,high).

push(low).
high_rpm() 

shift (up), subst_ce11(normal, low).
lo,_rpm()=> clutch().
pop(low).

Since the gear position is obviously known just after
shifting it. the robot does not expend resources to
check it. And by useing the proper set of rules in tile
cell for the position, there is no need to check the po-
sition again.

The above progranl is not complete. For example.
the following definitions are missing:

high_rpm()<frev(X), X > 4000.
lo._rpm()<=rev(X), X < 1500.
rev (X) <=cv_read(engine, rev, 

We assume that these definitions are stored in a proper
cell (for example "engine~) and pushed somewhere in
the environment.. We also require the existence of other
processes to compute the correct rpm from the accel-
erator pedal, shift position, and so on.

Differences in programming methodologies result in
differences in the tinling of tests and actions. In con-
ventional programming (eg. production systems), 
series of tests must be conducted to recognize the cur-
rent situation, as depicted in Figure 3. These tests
delay the proper action necessitated by a change in
situation.

In organic programming on the other hand, some of
the tests can be postponed until after taking a proper
action (Figure 4). The test of shift position in the
above program is one of such examples. Therefore or-
ganic programs can react to a change in situation with
less computation said, after completing the proper ac-
tion, can re-examine the situation.

Subsumptive Programming

Subsumption Architecture

The basic concept of subsumption architecture(Brooks
1991) can be characterized aa follows:
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acteonI
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~
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]

action I

Iacti°n I

Figure 3: Conventional programming

action

Figure 4: Orgmfic programming

i. Each module is connected in parallel between the
input and output (in contrast to conventional serial
processing).

2. Modules fomx layers in which higher layers can sub-
sume lower layer functions (hence the name of "sub-
sumption~" ).

3. Lower l~’ers govern basic behaviors and higher lay-
ers provide sophisticated behavior.

4. The total behavior of the system cml be (:hanged
by adding a new layer at the high without changing
existing l~,ers.

When a new top laver is added, it is sometimes rtec-
essary to change the behavior of existing layers accord-
ingly. For example, when a layer "seed a target7 is
added, it is necessary to change tim direction of "walk
straight". It is ideal to perform this alternation of be-
havior without changing the internal structure of lower
layers, as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Concept of Subsumption Architecture

Actual implementation is something like Figure 6,
in which higher layers send bias-signals to lower layers.
For example, the above mentioned change of direction
is achieved by applying bias to the sensory input of
motor revolution in either one of two motors which
produce a straight moving line when both revolutions
match each other.

............. r"i" °°°°’

Figure 6: Implementation of Subsumption Architec-
ture

An obvious shortcoming of this interconnection is
that modularity is lost. There is yet another, more se-
vere shortcoming in that the circuit is fixed and cannot
be easily rearranged to adapt to a new situation.

Subsumptive Programming in GAEA
We can program an agent in a way similar to subsump-
tion architecture:

1. We can program a system by functional layers.

2. Programs in higher functional layers can override
programs in lower layers.

The top-level process of an agent calls programs by
their names. Those programs may e:dst in any layer.
If more than one program of the same name exists,
the program in an upper layer is given precedence over
those in lower layers. If we use logic programming,
as in Gaea, there is a further possibility to backtrack
to lower levels when a higher level program fails to
perform its function.

One of the advantages of subsumptive programming
is that we can easily modify the rules to accommodate
a new condition. As an example, let us consider driving
up or down hills. We do not want to shift up at the
same point as when we drive on level ground. We can
override the definition of high.xpm by push-ing down
the following new cell over existing cells:

push(~own_hill).
high_rpm() <=rev(X), X>8000.
pop(down_hill).

In the case of Brooks’ subsumption: the whole sys-
tem must he re-compiled to accommodate the new con-
dition. As the result of re-compilation, the actual in-
formation flow is altered and higher layers give bias
signals to lower layers. In the above example, the
"high.rpm" detector in the lower layer is given a signal
which is lower than the real revolution by lO00rpm.

In organic programming, the same effect is achieved
by re-defining "high_rpm". The old definition still re-
mains in the lower cell. Only the name for definition
mapping is changed.

This is similar to what has been called "pol~anor-
phism" in object oriented programming. In OOP how-
ever, the mapping from a method name to its body is
fixed for each object. It is polymorphic only when
viewed from the sender. In organic programming, no
part of the mapping is fixed. The equivalent of the
object class changes during computation.

Dynamic Subsumption Architecture

The combination of subsumption architecture and dy-
namic environment change as depicted in Figure 4
leads to an extension of subsumption architecture,
called "dynamic subsumption architecture".

In programming a complex agent like a soccer player,
it is essential that the agent accepts many modes. The
sazne agent ma.v respond to the same input differently
according to the mode. For example, in soccer, a player
may react differently to a ball according to whether his
team is on offence or defense.

Since subsumption architecture assumes fixed layers
of functions, it is either difficult or inefficient to imple-
ment multiple modes on top of it. It is straightforward
in organic programming, using context reflection. The
details can be explained by using an actual example
program for a soccer player.

We assume the following conditions for dynamic sub-
sumption architecture:

1. Overriding is done by name

2. The same ontology (global name) is used by all cells.

Soccer Game as a Multiagent System
We selected soccer as our bench test because the game
has many of the essential properties of multiagent sys-
reins:

1. Needless to sa~; soccer is played by teams of multi-
agents (a two-level multiagent system).
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2. It is a real-time game.

3. Robustness against failure of tactk’s, loss of some
agents, and so on, is required.

4. There is no single person giving directions during
play" (in contrast with American football).

5. All players must cooperate "all tile time (in contrast
with baseball~ especially with its offensive phase).

6. Verbal communication is very limited.

7. Simplification r.o a two-dimensional simulation does
not abolish the essential properties of soccer.

A Soccer Program

In this section, we give a detailed example of dynamic
subsumptive programming for soccer players in Gala.
The top level is a loop that repeatedly calls "’act’. It
is defned in the "basic" cell as follows:

/* In ~basic" cell */

t oploop () : : =repeat (act ()).

We use cells to represent the players" modes. In
each cell, an "act" is defined as performing different
actions so that players can act properly according to
their mode. The default mode (lower in the subsump-
tion hierarchy) is ~chase_ball" where the "act" is de-
fined as running toward the ball. Note that there is no
mention or avoidance of other ph%vers in default mode.

/* In "chase_baiF cell */
act () : target (Dist, Dir) 

turn(Dir),
Power is Dist * 0.5,
dash(Power). /* dash toward the bail 

target (Diet ,Dir) :=
find_object( [ball] ,Diet ,Dir) ).

The avoidance of opposing players is described in an-
other (:ell, ~avoid’.

/* In ~avoid~ cell */
target (Dist, Dir) : : 

without (avoid, target (TDie%, TDir) ),
/* Get the true target distance
and direction */

f ind_cpath (TDist, TDir, Diet, Dir).
/* Search for a clear path around
true direction */

We walt to limk the anmunt of computational re-
sources allocated to the search for a clear path. There
are several ways to do so, but here we use the simplest
method: try ten times and then give up.

Now" we have to describe how we can subsume the
"dash" process by the "avoid" cell. We need a reflective
capability here.

To enter the avoidance mode, we push a new cell
"avoid" into the environment of a player. This changes
the subsmnption hierarchy by adding a higher layer. In
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t.he "avoid~ cell, "target" is re-defined to avoid the di-
rections of opposing players. However, the re-definition
must be synchronized with the "dash~ action so that
no unwanted combination of behavior arises. That is.
we do not want to change the cell structure during the
execution cycle of -act.". The synchronization is es-
tablished by pushing a new cell into the enviromnent
where "act" is re-defined, to mazfipulate the cell struc-
ture as desired before removing the cell itself together
with r.he altered definition of -act". This new definition
is activated when "act" is called the next time. that is
when previous call of -act" has completed. Then one
cycle is used to re-arrange the cell structure and a new
"a~’t" is called, which in turn performs t.he desired ac-
tion.

move pass-mute-finder

Figure 7: Interruption of another thread

The following progrmn changes the environment, of
another process (Figure 7) to perform the function de-
scribed above.

/* In "dash.monitor1~ cell */
act() :=

dash_process (PID),
environment (ENV, P ID),

/* Get environment of dash_process. */
inCENY, target (Dist, Dir) ),

/* Get a target bearing in ENV. */
in( [avoid { ENV] ,not_clear (Dist ,Dir) ),

/* Check if the target direction is clear.
If not, prepare for avoidance action. */

push_se c ond (push_avoid, PID),
/* Push ~push_avoid" into the second
cluster because the top cluster is
used for local dam management. */

sub st_c ̄  11 (das h_monit or 2, dash_monit o r I ).
/* change umde into dash_monitor2 */
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/* In ~dash_monitor2" cell */
act() :=

dash_process (PID),
environment (ENV, PID),
in (ENV, without (avoid, target (Dist, Dir) 

/* Get the target’s real coordinates */
in( [avoid [ ENV], clear (Dist, Dir) 

/* If that direction is clear */
push_second (pop_avoid, PID),

/* Then pop.avoid, and */
subst_cell(dash monitorl,dash.monitor2).

/* return to dash_monitor1 */

The following program pushes the "avoid" cell into
the envixonment. To synchronize the replacement of
the cell with "act", the caller only pushes ~push_avoid~’

into the environment. When "act" is called the nex~
time, it will actually push ~avoid".

/* In "push_avoid~ cell */

act() ::ffi
subst _c ̄  11 (dash_mon it or i, dash_monit or2 ).

The following program pops the "avoid" cell from
the environment. Similar indirection as ~push.avoid"
is used here.

/* In "pop.avoid" cell */

act() :=
remove_cell(pop_avoid),
remove_cell (avoid).

Tile following is the initial setup:

/* In ~init" cell */

/* Start "dash’ and "dash_monitor’. */
start() : 

gensym (Cell ,player),
start_dash(Cell),
st art_dash_monit or ( Ce 11).

start_dash(Cell) : : 
without (init,

fork(with( [Cell, chase_ball ,basic],
toploop()),

PID, dash) ),
assert a_in(Cell, dash_proc ̄ s s (PID)).

start_dash_monitor(Cell) : : 
without (init,

fork(with( [Cell, dash_monit or 1, basic],
toploop()),

PID, dash_monitor) ),
asserta_in(Csll,

dash_Ionit or _pro c e s s (PID)).
In our method: we assume the following:

1. Every thread uses "act" as the top-level action loop,
so that re-defining ~’act" changes the behavior of the
thread.

2. If we know a subprogram called by ~acC, we can
redefine one of the subprograms alone. If we do not
know the name, we have to redefine the whole ~acC.

Conclusion
We have presented the concept of organic programming
and its application to multiagent systems.

We showed that organic programming is suitable for
subsumption architecture. Moreover, we can change
the subsumption hierarchy dynamically.
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